Extreme 4 is the premier four product, eight
dilution dispenser. It’s design focus was on
simplicity, putting dilution accuracy and cost
controls in your hand and taking it to the Extreme.
With Extreme 4, you get:
One dial, four products, for a total of eight
dilutions. That’s right – eight dilutions under the
control of one selector dial. We call that Total
Dilution Control.
One handed bottle fill activation, with our low
foam fill hose. Say goodbye to two-handed bottle
filling and become safer, cleaner and greener.
Select your product and go!
Metering controls are now located in the chemical
compartment. No fuss, no muss. Our belief is that
accessing your dilution controls should be easy, by
design.
Choose from either of our time tested bucket fill
activation methods. Our push-button fill with our
experience 633 water valve or our gas pump style
remote activation with over 8 years of in-field
experience.

Go to the Extreme...

For All Your Cleaning Needs!
Customization is just a phone call away. With low minimums,
you can have an Extreme 4 with your branding and specifications
built by our experienced team delivered to your install. Open the
package, hang on the wall and you’re done.
Branding is at a premium with the large smooth surfaces of the
Extreme 4. Whether you use our graphic design team or design
it yourself, the Extreme 4 is designed to become your go-to house
dispenser.
Large chemical shelves offer a multitude of bottle placement
options so that either side of the bottle can face out through the
chemical window.

Part #		

Extreme 4 Options
Push Button SafeLink Open Container Gas-Pump Style
Bucket Fill Ready
Ready
Bucket Fill

665GAP
665GAP.SL
665GAPRF
665GAPRF.SL

Want to know more about the different options Extreme 4 can offer you?
Contact your Regional Sales Manager or our Customer Service Department!
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